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Abstract: The optical compensation method is a promising method to compensate the image
motion by driving the optical element of the system. However, the tilt motion of the optical
element could induce the degradation of the image quality. Based on the Nodal Aberration
Theory (NAT), this paper proposes a novel optical image motion compensation design with a
secondary tilt-aplanatic two-mirror optical system (STATOS), which achieves the insensitivity on
the image quality of the optical system. First, the properties of coma-free pivot point depending
on the location of stop at primary mirror or secondary mirror have been analyzed respectively.
Then the calculating method about construction parameters in terms of STATOS is developed.
Further, the maximum tilt angle of secondary mirror could be solved using NAT under ordered
specific restriction. Finally, a prototype is designed with SM-tilting result of MTF value maintain
above 0.32 at the cut-off frequency of detector, where the principal distance could remain stable
and the changed distortion is better than 0.03%. A test flight has been carried out to prove the
desired results and feasibility of STATOS used in an aerial mapping camera.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Aerial mapping camera takes wide field of view (FOV) ground-images from an airborne remote
sensing platform at a high flight altitude. The high-speed relative motion between the ground-
images and flight platform and the sweep motion, which was introduced by the sweeping
movement during wide coverage image capture, will induce large image shift during the exposure
time, resulting in image quality degradation. As a result, forward motion compensation (FMC)
and sweep motion compensation (SMC) are the mandatory features for high precision aerial
mapping cameras.

The FMC methods can be characterized into the following types: 1. Mechanical methods,
which is carried out by shifting the detector linearly in the flight direction during exposure [1],
such as DMC III digital mapping camera released by Z/I Imaging [2].However, the mechanical
method is difficult to ensure stable and reliable operation of the highly precise mechanical
FMC system [3]. 2. Electronic methods, which is realized by enabling the cameras to move
information during image sensor integration from one line to the next based on the sensor’s CCD
read out technology, which was known today as time delayed integration (TDI) [3], such as Leica
ADS40/80 series mapping cameras [4,5], RCD30 camera [6]. However, in a remote TDI imaging
system, it is difficult to keep the object movement relative to the sensor synchronized with the
traveling of the charge packets or photo signals on the focal plane, and that the direction of the
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object movement is perfectly crosswise to the rows of pixels [7,8]; 3. Optical methods, which
is applied by rotating or moving a mirror or prism in optical system to change the direction of
the light path to keep image still during sensor integration [9–11], such as the VISIONMAP
A3-super wide angle mapping system [12,13].

In order to achieve system miniaturization and simplicity, the tilt motion of powerful mirrors
such as secondary mirrors can be applied to compensate for image shift. However, tip-tilt powerful
mirror (such as secondary mirror) broke the aberration balancing of coaxial optical system,
where the aberration characteristics on misaligned system are expounded by many researchers. G.
Catalan adopted an approximated formula to express a surface tilt induced aberration explicitly
in terms of the construction parameters and ray trace quantities [14], the examples have been
proposed to design reduced sensitivity to tilt or decenter of the secondary mirror in two-mirror
systems [15]. M. Bottema [16,17] discussed the image quality achieved in a balloon-borne
telescope by tilting the secondary mirror and also described some of the image forming properties
of the tilted-aplanatic system. Subsequently, the concept of “vector multiplication” originally
introduced by Shack [18], this laid the foundations of NAT. NAT was developed by Thompson
[19–23] to describe the performance of aberration field in non-rotationally symmetric systems.

In recent years, several desensitization design methods [24–26] have been used to obtain
an optical system with low error sensitivity based on NAT. Bauman [26] established a linear
relationship among the optical surface decenter, compensator and wave aberration. Gu [24]
deduced the analytical expressions of optical component manufacture and alignment errors
(decenter and tilt of optical surface) and aberration introduced by those misalignments. Ma
[25] derived the analytical expressions between misalignment sensitivities and optical structure
parameters. While the aforementioned research most focused on eliminating the misalignment
of the secondary mirror to achieve ideal alignment, little research has taken the advantage of
the low sensitivity tilt secondary mirror to achieve the function of the FMC and SMC of aerial
mapping camera.

In this paper, on the basis of forefather’s research, we innovatively design a two-mirror optical
system of aerial mapping camera with image quality stabilized throughout tilting of secondary
mirror based on the NAT. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the
method to calculate the initial construction parameters of this secondary tilt-aplanatic two-mirror
optical system (STATOS) for aerial mapping camera; Section 3 gives a design example of
STATOS and its design process; Section 4 introduces the experimental and flight test to verify
the validity and correctness of this design method proposed in section 3; At last, this paper has
been concluded in section 5.

2. Initial configuration of a secondary tilted-aplanatic two-mirror optical system
(STATOS)

2.1. Influence of coma-free condition on initial configuration parameters in two mirror
system

For a classic two-mirror system, its initial structure mainly includes the radius (Rp, Rs), distance
(d)and conic constant of the primary and secondary mirror (PM, SM). The radius (Rp, Rs)and
distance (d) of PM and SM could be solved from the following expressions [27]:

Rp =
2f
m2

(1)

Rs =
2f RA

1 + m2
(2)

d =
(1 − RA)f

m2
(3)
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where f is the effective focal length, m2 is the magnification of SM, and RA is the axial obstruction
ratio.

Since f is generally specified by the designing requirement, the value of RA is between 0 and 1,
so m2 value is crucial for a two-mirror system. Once m2 is determined, only the conic constants
(kp, ks) of PM and SM are indeterminate among the initial construction parameters.

For classical two-mirror system, kp and ks could be obtained according to the balance principle
of third-order spherical aberration or coma. The classical Cassegrain or Gregorian form could be
reached if both mirrors are independently corrected for spherical aberration; The Ritchey-Chretien
form was derived from solving kp and ks to get both third-order spherical and coma corrected
[28]. For a two-mirror system, Bottema [16] has pointed out that coma should be eliminated
firstly if we want increase mirror tilt tolerances significantly. Therefore, kp and ks of STATOS
must satisfy the coma-free conditions in NAT first.

The distance Zcep between the vertex of SM and its coma-free pivot point [29] depends on the
location of stop. In this paper ZPM

cep and ZSM
cep is used to represent the distance Zcep with the stop

location on PM and SM respectively. They can be expressed as the following forms [30,31]:

ZPM
cep =

2l(m2 − 1)
(m2 + 1)(m2 − 1 − (m2 + 1)ks)

(4)

ZSM
cep =

2l(m2
2 − 1)

2m2(m2
2 − 1) − f

l m
3
2(1 + kp)

(5)

where l represents the back focal distance from SM vertex to system focus, the numerical
relationship between system focal length f and axial obstruction ratio RA is l= f RA. When the
position of stop is specified, it is possible to satisfy the coma-free condition with a known Zcep
and the fixed configuration parameters of a two-mirror system.

2.1.1. Stop at PM

Eq. (4) can be rewritten as following:

ZPM
cep =

2l
(m2 + 1)(1 −

m2+1
m2−1ks)

(6)

The denominator of Eq. (6) is expressed as:

MZs = (m2 + 1)(1 −
m2 + 1
m2 − 1

ks) (7)

The value of MZs varies according to m2 at some specified values of ks (-3,-1,0,2) representing
different SM surface types, which is shown in Fig. 1. Some properties can be summarized from
Fig. 1 as followed:

1. Eq. (7) has only one singularity on m2= 1. In the vicinity of this singularity, MZs value
tends to infinity except for SM has a conic constant value of zero (ks= 0);

2. Eq. (7) has a null point on m2=-1, which means that SM is a plane mirror, then ZPM
cep goes

to infinity, indicating that the coma-free pivot point is located at infinity. As a result, SM is
obviously insensitive to lateral misalignment;

3. Eq. (7) has another null point on ks = (m2-1) / (m2 + 1), that means SM could maintain
some power to make itself still insensitive to decenter misalignment at specified value of
ks;

4. For Cassegrain form where the stop has been placed in PM, to achieve the coma-free pivot
point infinitely close to SM vertex without significantly increasing the absolute value of
m2, the only way is to choose a large value of ks.
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Fig. 1. Relationship between MZs and m2 when SM has different surface types with the
stop at PM.

2.1.2. Stop at SM

Eq. (5) can be expressed as another form:

ZSM
cep =

2l

2m2 −
m23

RA(m22−1) (1 + kp)
(8)

The denominator can be extracted from Eq. (8) as following:

MZp = 2m2 −
m2

3

RA(m22 − 1)
(1 + kp) (9)

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between MZp and m2 at RA= 0.3 and several specific values
of kp (-3,-1,0,2) to represent different surface types of PM.

There are several conclusions obtained from Fig. 2 as followed:

1. The change rate of MZp with m2 is faster than that of MZs with m2 when ks and kp have
the same value;

2. Eq. (9) has two singularities on m2 =±1, MZp tends to infinity nearby these singularities
with any surface type of PM except for paraboloid (kp = -1);

3. Eq. (9) has only one zero point on m2 = 0, no matter what surface type of PM is, the
coma-free pivot point is located at infinity and SM is insensitive to decenter misalignment;

4. For Cassegrain form with its stop at SM, m2 value can be chosen nearby -1 to make the
coma-free pivot point infinitely close to SM vertex without significantly increasing the
absolute value of m2 and kp.
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Fig. 2. Relationship between MZp and m2 when PM has different surface types with RA
=0.3 and the stop at SM.

2.2. Relationship among initial configuration parameters of STATOS

The Cassegrain form has been used widely in the aviation and spaceflight area by its compact
construction, this paper mainly focuses on the Cassegrain form. To have a better control of SM,
the coma-free pivot point of SM should be selected near its vertex on the focus side of PM, which
means Zcep goes to -0 and MZs or MZp tends to negative infinity. Meanwhile, SM should take
less power to have reduced sensitivity of tilt misalignment, which leads SM to have a small value
of m2. Under the aforementioned conditions, the stop position of STATOS needs to be set on SM.
In order to reduce the aperture aberration, SM also needs a smaller m2, so m2 should be chosen
nearby -1. Whether the absolute value of m2 smaller than 1 depends on the following two factors:

Firstly, the back focal length l is constant if f and RA are fixed. In this case, a smaller absolute
value of m2 will lead to a larger radius of curvature of PM and a longer distance between PM and
SM, which may lead to a larger size optical system. Therefore, the absolute value of m2 should
be greater than 1;

Secondly, the tilt of SM is conducted to compensate the image motion. In order to obtain a
larger image motion compensation angle with a smaller tilt range of SM, the larger m2 should be
selected.

Because of the above limitations, kp needs smaller than -1 and PM has a surface type of
hyperboloid, kp value can be chosen by Zcep at the specified f, RA and m2. According to the
classical aberration theory, the aspherical surface where the stop is located has no contribution to
the off-axis aberration. As a result, the ks value of SM can only correct the spherical aberration
in STATOS. So far, it seems that the method of calculating STATOS’s initial configuration
parameters has been determined, and yet among the three basic constructional parameters in
STATOS, the values of RA and m2 need to satisfy a certain range except for f is specified by
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design input. The derivative of m2 from Eq. (9) is:

MZp
′ = 2 −

(1 + kp)

RA

(m4
2 − 3m2

2)

(m2
2 − 1)2

(10)

The Eq. (11) is available on MZp
′ = 0:

(1 + kp)

RA

(m4
2 − 3m2

2)

(m2
2 − 1)2

= 2 (11)

Since kp smaller than -1, so (1+ kp)< 0, then the range of m2 can be solved at the condition of
(m4

2 − 3m2
2)<0 from Eq. (11) as follows: -

√
3< m2<

√
3, combination of the above conclusions,

m2 further needs to meet the following condition:−
√

3<m2< − 1. For the convenience of
engineering application, the focal extension ∆ (∆=l − |d |) should greater than zero, the range of
RA value could be solved from Eq. (3) with ∆>0 as followed: RA>-1/ (m2-1).

Next, an example is introduced to compare STATOS with the Cassegrain and Ritchey-Chretien
form, which all have the same the stop position on SM and the configuration parameters of
f= 1800 mm, m2=-1.3, RA =0.45, entrance pupil diameter (EPD)= 180 mm, but their conic
constants of PM and SM are different. In this classic Cassegrain form, kp and ks are used
independently to correct spherical aberration. For the Ritchey-Chretien form, kp and ks are solved
to get both third-order spherical and coma corrected. In STATOS, kp is derived from a given
value at Zcep= -20 mm and ks is used to balance spherical aberration of PM and SM. Table 1
exhibits the conic constants for the three configurations and the residual spherical (W040), linear
coma (W131) and quadratic astigmatism (W222) for the aligned state at a± 0.3° FOV. It can be
seen that STATOS has larger value of residual linear coma and quadratic astigmatism on aligned
state, it is necessary to introduce compensator to correct the residual aberration.

Table 1. The conic constants and wavefront coefficients of three types of two-mirror system

Types kp ks W040(Waves)
(λ=0.55µm)

W131(Waves)
(λ=0.55µm)

W222(Waves)
(λ=0.55µm)

Classic Cassegrain -1 -58.7778 0 -0.5355 0.2492

Ritchey-Chretien -1.9683 -233.862 0 0 0.1965

STATOS -12.0802 -2062.3333 0 5.5925 -0.3541

The absolute values of the changed astigmatism and coma for full field from -0.3° to 0.3° are
shown in Fig. 3 under the situation that SM is rotated in the meridian plane around the coma-free
pivot point of STATOS at Zcep= -20 mm by 0.1° in above three systems. The Zernike Fringe
Polynomial coefficients (Z5 and Z8) are used to illustrate the changed astigmatism(∆Z5) and
coma(∆Z8) before and after SM tilt.

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the on-axis values of coma and astigmatism in three configurations
are no longer zero since the asymmetry introduced by SM tilt. Due to the tilt around the coma-
free pivot point, STATOS has the minimum changed coma of the three forms. STATOS
also has a relatively small changed astigmatism among three configurations. In STATOS, the
changed astigmatism is much larger than the other changed aberration, it means that the changed
astigmatism has become a major limiting factor for tilt angle range of SM.

According to NAT, surface lateral misalignment (decenter or tilt) will not change the balance
state of third-order spherical aberration, so the ks value can be zero due to the existence of
compensator in STATOS. It can also be conducive to optical fabrication and alignment with a
spherical SM.
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Fig. 3. The changed Fringe Zernike polynomial coefficients of Z5 and Z8 in three types
two-mirror system before and after SM tilt

2.3. Maximum tilt angle of SM

It has been concluded that the changed astigmatism mainly restricts the imaging quality of
STAFOS during the tilt of SM, this will limit the maximum tilt angle of SM. According to the
NAT, the third-order astigmatism of a misaligned system WAST can be expressed as follows:

WAST =
1
2

[︄(︄∑︂
j

W222j

)︄
H⃗2 − 2H⃗

(︄∑︂
j

W222jσ⃗j

)︄
+

(︄∑︂
j

W222jσ⃗
2
j

)︄]︄
· ρ⃗2 (12)

where H is the normalized field vector, ρ is the normalized pupil vector, σj is the introduced
aberration field decenter vector of surface j.

With the assumption that STATOS can correct the inherent astigmatism with the compensator,
it can be induced that

∑︁
j

W222j=0, then the astigmatism introduced by SM misalignment can be

expressed as:
∆WAST =

1
2
[−2H⃗A⃗222 + B⃗2

222] · ρ⃗
2 (13)

If SM is a spherical mirror, we have:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
A⃗222 = Wsph

222,SMσ⃗
sph
SM

B⃗2
222 = Wsph

222,SM(σ⃗
sph
SM )

2 (14)

In two-mirror system, astigmatic aberration coefficient Wsph
222,SM could be expressed by the

structure parameters:

Wsph
222,SM =

1
2

(︃
y1
f

)︃2
ξ0l

[︃(︃
−d
l

−
EPT

f

)︃
+

2f
l(m2 − 1)

]︃2
ū2

PM (15)
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where y1 is the semi-diameter of PM, ūPM is the paraxial chief ray incident angle at PM, EPT is
the distance of entrance pupil compared to PM, m2 is the magnification of SM and

ξ0 =
(m2 + 1)3

4

(︃
m2 − 1
m2 + 1

)︃2
(16)

Thompson has described in his paper [32] that the location of the center of symmetry for the
spherical surface SM contribution is given by:

σ⃗
sph
SM = −

ī∗

ī
(17)

where ī∗ is a vector with its components defined as the angle of the optical axis ray on SM, which
for a two-mirror telescope is directly the tilt perturbation of SM in the particular case, and ī
denotes the paraxial angle of incidence of the chief ray at SM, which can be obtained from the
paraxial ray tracing data. From the above equations, the maximum tilt angle of SM can be solved
according to the restriction of maximum wave aberration ∆WAST , such as Rayleigh judgment.

3. Design example of STATOS

To sum up the above conclusions, STATOS needs to balance residual spherical aberration and
inherent coma aberration with a designed compensator which contains three pieces of lens. In
order to reduce the aberration introduced by PM, some partial power of the entire system can be
properly assigned to compensator. The flat window glass can be changed to meniscus lens in
order to correct the axial chromatic aberration introduced by compensator. Code V has been
chosen as the optical design software. Partial details of design results are shown in Table 2 and
Table 3.

Table 2. STATOS parameters of design result

Parameters Values

Effective photosensitive area 36 mm(H)× 23.92 mm(V)

Effective focal length 400mm

Relative aperture f/3.7

Secondary obscuration ratio 0.5

Pixel size 7.4µm

Wave band 450∼940nm

Zcep -20mm

Secondary mirror tilt angle ±0.07°

Image motion compensation angle ±0.08°

The 2D view of the designed optical system is shown in Fig. 4(a), although STATOS has a
relatively long back focal length to place compensator group and imaging detector, which will
lead to a larger obstruction, the impact on the quality of the image is limited on the daytime
working camera.

Three cases are chosen to evaluate the performance of the system as follows:

1. SM perfectly aligned;

2. SM tilts 0.07° along detector short side direction;

3. SM tilts 0.07° along detector long side direction.
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Table 3. Optical parameters for STATOS design example

Surface Type Conic constant Radius Thickness

Window glass
Sphere 587.3 16.0

Sphere 630.5 249.0

PM Conic -1.8191 -836.3 -152.1

SM (stop) Sphere -2960.3 195.1

Compensator

Sphere 293.3 8.0

Sphere -112.4 3.2

Sphere -105.6 9.0

Sphere 81.0 10.0

Sphere 98.0 15.0

Sphere -358.9 62.4

Image Sphere Inf.

Fig. 4. the STATOS design example: (a) the 2D view layout; (b) the MTF curves with SM
perfectly aligned; (c) the MTF curves with SM tilts 0.07° along detector short side direction;
(d) the MTF curves with SM tilts 0.07° along detector long side direction.
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The modulation transfer function (MTF) curves at above three positions named small letters
(b), (c) and (d) are shown in Fig. 4. The fixed real image height at the edge of horizontal, vertical,
diagonal directions from the detector central point are chosen to evaluate the image quality, the
MTF values can maintain over 0.32 at cut-off frequency 68 lp/mm.

Further, it is crucial for aerial mapping camera to ensure the stability of the distortion and
principal distance. The focal length of STATOS is constant by reasonable material matching and
athermal design methods, so the principal distance is stable. In terms of distortion, according to
the numerical simulation results of the distortion grid data in optical design software as shown
in Table 4, the distortion of STATOS is better than 0.03%, which can be further depressed by
calibration to ensure the mapping accuracy.

Table 4. Distortion of the STATOS design example

Distortion (%)

Relative X Field Relative Y Field Position 1 Position 2 Position 3

-1 1 0.31 0.31 0.34

0 1 0.1 0.1 0.1

1 1 0.31 0.31 0.3

-1 0 0.22 0.22 0.25

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0.22 0.22 0.21

-1 -1 0.31 0.29 0.34

0 -1 0.1 0.08 0.1

1 -1 0.31 0.29 0.3

4. Experiments and results

In order to verify this design method of STATOS, a prototype of design example in section 3 has
been made and tested, some results are depicted as follows.

4.1. Wavefront errors test in laboratory

The on-axis wavefront errors of the prototype are tested by using interferometer at wavelength
632.8 nm. As shown in Fig. 5, the on-axis root-mean-square (RMS) wavefront error value of the
prototype corresponded with aligned SM is 0.047 λ, which can guarantee excellent image quality.
If SM has been tilted 0.07° along the long side direction of detector, the RMS value is 0.061 λ,
which can also maintain high imaging quality.

4.2. Dynamic target test in laboratory

In order to verify the prototype ability of image motion compensation, the dynamic target with
angular velocity of 20°/s imaging experiments is conducted in laboratory. The dynamic target
comes from a collimator with a focal length of 1.6 metres, and the prototype’s pixel resolution
of the corresponding line pairs set number is 18. The images quality when SM compensation
turned on (right) and off (left) are shown in Fig. 6. The image quality after compensation could
reach the prototype’s pixel resolution, the comparation between the two images illustrates that
the tilt SM with fast compensate motion is effective to maintain high resolution of the image
under the high relative motion between the flight platform and detector.
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Fig. 5. Wavefront errors test of the prototype: (a) the diagrammatic sketch of test; (b) the
test results with SM aligned; (c) the test results with SM tilts 0.07° along detector long side
direction.

Fig. 6. Dynamic target test results of the prototype in laboratory.
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4.3. Calibration results

The calibration method is carried out by using the coordinates and angles of up to 21 fixed FOV
point in precise angle measurement method, the data is captured by the electronic theodolite
when SM is aligned and tilted 0.07° respectively. The calibration results of the prototype are
shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Calibration results of the prototype

Parameters(unit) SM aligned SM tilted 0.07°

principal distance(mm) 400.46 400.47

distortion on x direction(pixels) 0.07 0.08

distortion on y direction(pixels) 0.26 0.3

It can be seen from Table 5 that the principal distance is stable and the maximum distortion
value is about 0.01% under the tilt motion of SM, that further proved the effectiveness of the
design method of STATOS, the prototype could maintain good mapping accuracy.

4.4. flight verification

A flight test is carried out in order to verify further the prototype ability of image motion
compensation in this paper. The flight altitude is about 3 km, and the maximum flight speed
is nearly 300 km/h. Figure 7 shows the images before (left) and after (right) image motion
compensation, the contrast ratio of the same target from Fig. 7 has been calculated and displayed
in Table 6, it could be seen that the compensated imaging quality is significantly higher, and all
the results could verify the validity and correctness of this design method.

Fig. 7. Flight test images of the prototype before and after SM compensation.

Table 6. Target contrast ratio in Fig. 7

Target
Before compensation After compensation

DN_max DN_min contrast
ratio

DN_max DN_min contrast
ratio

Sign circle in the
middle of the road

203 150 0.150142 185 80 0.396226

Zebra crossing 175 150 0.076923 188 75 0.429658

White car 255 151 0.256158 255 29 0.795775
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel design of a two-mirror telescope with a tilt-motion SM act as motion
compensation in aerial mapping camera is proposed. Based on theory of NAT, a two-mirror
optical system is designed in order to obtain an insensitive SM to the misalignment of tilt and
decenter. The properties of coma-free pivot point with the location of stop on PM and SM are
analyzed respectively and the changed astigmatism and coma are illustrated with the tilt motion
in a two-mirror system. This paper proposes a selection method on the initial configuration
parameters of STATOS and the necessity for the involved compensator. With the condition that
the changed astigmatism of the off-axial FOV should be satisfied with given restrictions (such
as the Rayleigh criterion, etc), the maximum tilt angle of SM is given. Finally, a prototype of
design has been made and tested to verify the validation of the proposed two-mirror system with
the tilt-motion of the SM. The conclusion can be drawn as follows:

1. Coma should be corrected first in such optical system with rotatable SM during images
capturing, since SM tilt has the most significant impact on it;

2. In a Cassegrain system, if SM tilt nearby its vertex satisfies the condition of coma-free, the
stop position need be located on SM;

3. The design example results of STATOS when SM perfectly aligned and tilt 0.07° along
detector long side direction respectively are as follows: a) the MTF value can maintain
over 0.32 at the cut-off frequency of detector; b) the principal distance could remain stable;
c) the changed distortion is better than 0.03%;

4. The experimental and flight test results show that the prototype of STATOS can effectively
compensate the image motion generated by aerial mapping camera.

In the future work, the various sources of error such as manufacturing, alignment and
electro-controlling impacting on the intrinsic parameters needs to be deeply analyzed.
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